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I can spend hours and 
hours just browsing.

So many choices! Style of 
shirt, design. Anything 
you like, you can �nd.

A unique but surprisingly 
expensive tshirt.
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g What is this made of?
What sizes are available? 
What size should I get?
What is the best size for me?
Why does it cost that much?
Why are garment colors limited on certain styles?
Do you have other styles?

Am I done shopping?
Can I �nd this somewhere else cheaper?
What do I have so far?
How much is shipping cost?
How much does it cost in total?
Do I have enough money for this?
I can’t buy all of these, what do I do?

When will my item arrive?
Will my gift arrive in time?
What is the di�erence betwen 
standard & express shipping?
What are custom fees?
Where can I �nd a coupon to use?

Does Redbubble have what I want?
How can I �nd what I want?
Not quite my style, do they have 
something else?
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Vision: More customer find Redbubble and love Redbubble. They buy great products, artists make money and Redbubble grows sustainably.
Goal: Helping customer find and purchase art & designs that are meaningful to them.

Sept 2014

I have no idea 
what red bubble is

I really enjoyed my experience using 
redbubble and the product s are 
awesome, the prices aren't.

Product needs better descriptions. 
Size on all products were 
smaller than expected. 

Selection is unparalleled. 
But prices are not good

RedBubble has a great selection, 
but they are more expensive than 
other t-shirt sites & their shipping 
time is longer.

... trying to add a coupon 
and check out with PayPal 
can be somewhat confusing. 

I really like the variety of 
arty things available for sale, 
so I recommend it to my like 
minded friends, and family.

You have some great products, 
and I love the idea of personalization. 
However, some of your prices are too 
high for what you get. Both of the items 
I bought from you were on sale.

Searching is a bit tricky, mainly because there is 
sooo much available. 
Not a negative. Just time consuming.

 There is so much on the site that it's di�cult to 
search for what you really want and you see 
many of the designs multiple times.I love RedBubble 

because I can �nd 
the perfect geeky 
movie-reference 
shirt for my husband 
while picking out some 
whimsical art to hang in 
my home.

Overall I enjoy the site very much but due to the large 
amount of user submitted work, 
it can get a biy tiresome scrolling through average stu� 
to �nd the good stu�. 

I love this kind of personalized clothing,
especially in a world where individuality 
in clothing is increasingly rare to �nd.

You feel like you're 
gettingan original 
peice of work, 
not something 
generic from a
 faceless  corporation. 

Browsing all the stickers takes 
way too long and I am not interested 
in 99 percent of them

I didn't own a tape measure 
so it was really hard to �gure 
out what size to get.

I was looking forward to 
receiving the item as it's 
di�cult to �nd a merchandise 
from popular series that would 
feel like 'my style', but now 
I know it will probably sit in 
my wardrobe unworn. 

While the t-shirt is �ne, thedelay 
in delivery and the extra cost have 
both put me o� purchasing from 
Redbubble again.

After having placed my order 
and providing my e-mail to Redbubble, 
I've been spammed by various e-mails... 
this all started after I placed the order
so I am thinking my address was sold 
to a third party.

Worst delivery service of all time 
would of been quicker to walk to
the usa & bring my parcel back.

Can't track my order (only 
know it got shipped=worrying)

Paid for 2-3 day shipping, 
product didnt even ship 
until 4 business days later

shipping

Stickers were small. 
Maybe I didn't notice the 
size info when ordering. 
Maybe you didn't make 
it very clear.

I didn't think the website 
made it clear enough that
they were pillow covers and 
not pillows themselves.

Pain Point

Being able to pay with 
Amazon, for those of us 
who want nothing 
to do with Pay Pal is lovely.

Pay with Amazon

Amazon
Payments
checkout place order

I couldn't �nd where 
to enter a promo code 
after looking for 5 minutes
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How much is the total?
What is the di�erence betwen 
standard & express shipping?
What are custom fees?
Where can I �nd a coupon to use?
Paypal, Pay with Amazon  or  Checkout Now?
Can I pay a di�erent way?

Pain Point

WW NPS increased 
from 50 to 54 

UK NPS increased 
from 30 to 49

Visitor
searches

for a subject 
+ product

Pain Point 


